Treatment Programs and Therapy Cards
Makes the LazrPulsr 4X simple to use.
The LazrPulsr 4X has up to 1000 different programs comprised of 4 different types to chose
from.
1. Proprietary frequency programs;
1. A frequency program contains 2 or 4 numbers which dictate the pulse frequency or
the number of times each laser diode will turn on and off each second this program
is operated. These proprietary frequency programs are already programmed into
the laser.
2. Each of these frequencies are not only selected to resonate with a specific organ,
tissue or function of the body but also to resonate with each other when used
together.
2. User defined frequency programs;
1. These frequency programs are designed so the user can enter and save his own
frequency database if he chooses.
3. Therapy Programs;
1. The therapy programs simplify the operation of the LazrPulsr 4X by allowing the
operator to perform an entire therapy program utilizing many different frequency
programs for different periods of time on different areas of the body with only one
press of a button.
2. A Therapy Program automatically selects the correct Frequency Programs and then
runs them for a specific period of time. Then it pauses to allow for the laser to be
moved to a different body location and then repeats the process as many times as
the therapy requires.
3. Each Therapy Program is designed to support the function and healing of a specific
organ or system of the body.
4. User defined Therapy Programs;
1. These programs allow the user to create their own Therapy Programs from not only
the proprietary frequency programs but the user defined frequency programs as
well.
5. Therapy Cards;
1. Therapy Cards are the method we use to incorporate Homeopathic Remedies into
our therapy system.
2. A therapy card is a small plastic card the size of a credit card. On the front of the
card is printed the directions for performing the selected therapy program.
3. On the back of the Therapy Card is a magnetic strip, similar to the magnetic strip on
the back of your credit card. On this magnetic strip we imprint a very specific
proprietary homeopathic remedy that when held on the left finger tips during the
therapy will provide the body with very specific information which it may be required
for the body to complete the therapy program.
We then take this one more step. We offer general therapy protocols for different conditions.
For example, if the patient presents with a chronic disease process we offer a procedure
clearly written out that the provider can follow, and modify if they desire, for the best possible
effects. We have spent years developing effective therapy programs for many different
conditions. We share these results with the users so they can achieve quality results for most
conditions with minimal start up time or advanced education.

